Do you want to take a break from your daily routine and come back inspired and highly motivated?
Do you want to get socially involved, because you are convinced that sharing knowledge and experience can have a
sustainable impact? At the same time you have the chance to develop your personal skills? Then we can offer you a
possibility how to spend a meaningful sabbatical:

Volunteer Expert for a youth and community project in South Africa
Period: min. 3 month
Project description:
Our partner is a non-profit foundation based in Germany and was found in 2007. Their aim is to help people in the
poorest areas of South Africa. Nearby Pretoria, they support a faith based NGO and public benefit organization that
seeks to empower, motivate, and equip the youth and the community at large through sport, education, skills training
and social enterprise development. The foundation is now looking for a volunteer expert to support the management
team.
Your duties and responsibilities:
• You train and support the team in setting up project
management systems for each project in line with our
contracts.
• You set up budgets per project on the centre side,
including how to accurately record everything.
• You support in setting up a entrepreneurship hub for
the skill training graduates
• You create a formal entrepreneurship training manual.
• You will be part and assist in the daily business.

Your profile:
• You have at least 3-4 years work experience within a
professional organizational setting.
• You have project management and management skills.
• You are able to solve problems creatively.
• You are able to communicate well and persuade others.
• You are interested in applying and developing your
knowledge in the context of everyday life in South Africa.
• You are in robust health and capable of working under
difficult conditions.
• You have a very good knowledge of English and work
confidently with the MS office package.
• You are super flexible and have incredible patience.

What we offer:
We offer you the chance to spend a meaningful sabbatical in an intercultural and technically challenging environment
providing assistance to the above mentioned project. You will receive intensive individual preparation and we assist
before, during and after you voluntary service to create the necessary framework for your secure and sustainable
sabbatical. This is a voluntary position. In order not to affect the project budget, you will also pay for local transport,
boarding and food.

About Manager für Menschen®:
Since 2011 we recruit and place professionals and managers as volunteer experts in social projects. We offer socially
involved and interested people the chance to integrate a ‘social sabbatical’ in their active professional life.
For further information please contact us at info@managerfuermenschen.com.
We are looking forward to your application.

www.managerfuermenschen.com

